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Change Your Space, Change Your Life

“It’s important to be intentional about what
kind of art you have, and where you place
it. I want my clients to be surrounded by art
that is nurturing to them.”

Beyond Designs that Look Good
Julie Ann Segal and her Interior Design team at Metropolitan
Interiors not only make spaces look good, they have a passion for
making them feel good, too. They believe living environments
should reflect the homeowner’s spirit and enhance their wellbeing.
Aspects of the design, extending beyond look, comfort or
functionality, can support clients in different areas of their lives.
Combining Interior Design and Feng Shui principles, the team’s
goal is to create harmonious spaces – ones designed to be an
expression of a client’s unique style, needs and desires.
After redesigning spaces, even with simple changes like artwork,
accessories, window treatments or wall finishes – the space feels
different. “I now have beautiful, welcoming rooms. Every visitor
wants to stay; they feel comforted and refreshed,” remarks Kathy,
one Metropolitan Interiors client.

Integrating Art – The Soul of a Space
As an art lover, Julie Ann appreciates how art can make a room.
A piece’s color, texture, shape, history and the story it has to
tell can work harmoniously with the design, and even work to
enhance a client’s livelihood. Julie Ann notes, “It’s important
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to be intentional about what kind of art you have, and where
you place it. I want my clients to be surrounded by art that is
nurturing to them.”

and pride themselves on exceptional customer service every step
of the way towards creating homes and businesses of their clients’
dreams.

Often clients don’t know what art they like, or where to find
pieces that fit. The team makes it easy to obtain it, like Mary,
who says, “I am very particular about the art in my home.
Julie Ann was truly in tune with me and found the perfect art.
Working with a Designer, a whole new world of possibilities
opens up.”

“Julie Ann has a knack for figuring out what my tastes are,
keeping within my budget, and helping me make my house a
home. She’s helped me decorate three houses, and I will be a
lifelong client,” comments Dana.

20 Years Exceeding Expectations
Metropolitan Interiors’ design projects range from residential
to commercial, and several have been showcased throughout
the Twin Cities. Last year, Julie Ann and team celebrated 20
years in business. “I am so grateful for past clients who believed
in me,” Julie Ann remarks, “from the time I started out at my
dining room table to landing in the center of the action near
International Market Square.”
The team has access to innumerable resources for products
and inspiration, whether the client is looking for traditional,
contemporary or transitional design. Whatever their style,
Metropolitan Interiors strives to create a “wow factor”. And their
commitment to clients goes deep; they truly value relationships,
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consultation or inquire about services, email
julie@metrointeriors.com or call 952.920.2827.

Special Offer for TOSCA Readers!
Mention this article and receive 10% off your
first design consultation.
Offer good through July 31, 2013.

Accustomed to working with different design preferences and
budgets, Metropolitan Interiors has, and continues to expand,
its diverse product and furniture lines. If a client can’t find what
they’re looking for, the team can help them find a custom piece
that’s consistent with their vision. By traveling and seeking out
trends and innovations, the team is always discovering new
possibilities and solutions to common design challenges.
The Metropolitan Interiors team has helped clients come home
to harmonious spaces again and again – spaces that go beyond
looking good, to helping people feel good too. “We recommend
Julie Ann and her staff whole-heartedly,” tells one couple. “We
were very pleased with the ease and results of our collaboration.”
For more information on Julie Ann Segal, the Metropolitan
Interiors Team and how your space can change your life, visit
www.metrointeriors.com. Watch videos, read articles and
browse portfolio before and after photos. To schedule a design
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